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Bacchanal Aug 14 2021 Evil lives in a traveling carnival roaming the Depression-era South. But the carnival's newest act, a peculiar
young woman with latent magical powers, may hold the key to defeating it. Her time has come. Abandoned by her family, alone on
the wrong side of the color line with little to call her own, Eliza Meeks is coming to terms with what she does have. It's a gift for
communicating with animals. To some, she's a magical tender. To others, a she-devil. To a talent prospector, she's a crowd-drawing
oddity. And the Bacchanal Carnival is Eliza's ticket out of the swamp trap of Baton Rouge. Among fortune-tellers, carnies, barkers,
and folks even stranger than herself, Eliza finds a new home. But the Bacchanal is no ordinary carnival. An ancient demon has a home
there too. She hides behind an iridescent disguise. She feeds on innocent souls. And she's met her match in Eliza, who's only
beginning to understand the purpose of her own burgeoning powers. Only then can Eliza save her friends, find her family, and fight
the sway of a primordial demon preying upon the human world. Rolling across a consuming dust bowl landscape, Eliza may have
found her destiny.
The Winter Over Sep 15 2021 Each winter the crew at the Shackleton South Pole Research Facility faces nine months of isolation,
round-the-clock darkness, and one of the most extreme climates on the planet. For thirtysomething mechanical engineer Cass
Jennings, Antarctica offers an opportunity to finally escape the guilt of her troubled past and to rebuild her life. But the death of a
colleague triggers a series of mysterious incidents that push Cass and the rest of the forty-five-person crew to the limits of their sanity
and endurance. Confined and cut off from the outside world, will they work together or turn against one another? As the tension
escalates, Cass must find the strength to survive not only a punishing landscape but also an unrelenting menace determined to destroy
the station--and everyone in it.
Deprivation-Specific Psychological Patterns Jun 24 2022 Abstract -- Investigating the impact of early institutional deprivation on
development: background and research strategy of the English and Romanian Adoptees (ERA) study / Michael Rutter, Edmund J.
Sonuga-Barke, and Jennifer Castle -- Methods and measures used for follow-up at 15 years of the English and Romanian Adoptee
(ERA) study / English and Romanian study team -- Deprivation-specific psychological patterns / Robert Kumsta ... [et al.] -Developmental course of deprivation-specific psychological patterns: early manifestations, persistence to age 15, and clinical features /
Jana Kreppner ... [et al.] -- Differentiating developmental trajectories for conduct, emotion, and peer problems following early
deprivation / Edmund J. Sonuga-Barke, Wolff Schlotz, and Jana Kreppner -- Institutional deprivation, specific cognitive functions, and
scholastic achievement: English and Romanian Adoptee (ERA) study findings / Celia Beckett ... [et al.] -- Physical growth and
maturation following early severe institutional deprivation: do they mediate specific psychopathological effects? / Edmund J. SonugaBarke, Wolff Schlotz, and Michael Rutter -- Postadoption environmental features / Jennifer Castle ... [et al.] -- Risk, causation,
mediation, and moderation / Robert Kumsta ... [et al.] -- Conclusions: overview of findings from the ERA study, inferences, and
research implications / Michael Rutter and Edmund J. Sonuga-Barke -- A commentary on Deprivation-specific psychological patterns:
effects of institutional deprivation / Megan R. Gunnar.
Messenger of Death Jan 19 2022 "Captain Louis Nolan delivered the order that started one of the most famous blunders in all military
history -- the charge of the Light Brigade. Nolan's conduct and the charge itself have been the subject of intense, sometimes bitter
debate ever since ... Yet there has been no recent biography of Nolan. He remains an ambiguous, controversial figure to this day. In
this ... study, David Buttery reassesses Nolan the man and looks at his entire career. There was much more to Louis Nolan than his
fatal role in the charge ... It offers the reader an inside view of the most notorious episode of that war, the charge at Balaklava on 25
October 1854"--Jacket.
The Kasari Nexus Jul 25 2022 Jennifer Smythe escapes Earth's invasion by the insidious Kasari race, hijacks an alien starship, and
survives the deadly passage through a wormhole. But escape is short-lived.... When Jennifer emerges on the new world of Scion, she is
confronted by the same deadly enemy. Now the Kasari have sided with the planet's angel-like elite against the warrior underclass, but
with the intent of ultimately ruling both. And when Jennifer is captured by the brutish Koranthians, her alien-enhanced abilities make
her a crucial asset in battling the Kasari and their winged allies. Back on a divided Earth, Jennifer's brother, Mark, and Jack "the
Ripper" Gregory wage their own war against the Kasari. As the global government welcomes the extraterrestrials, Mark, Jack, and

their rebel faction seek to use the powerful mind-altering skills gained from the Kasari's sworn enemies to repel the would-be
conquerors. But faced with the might of Earth's ruling forces, has the cause already been lost?
The Arabian Stud Book Nov 17 2021
Immune Mar 09 2021 Anyone who dares challenge the Rho Project is being systematically picked off. At the top of the hit man's death
list: NSA fixer Jack Gregory, and the three teenagers who first exposed the Rho Project's dark agenda to the world. On the run for their
lives, Heather, Mark, and Jennifer know that the Rho Project's alien nano-technology has been released into the world, disguised as a
miracle cure. But what they don't yet know is that the serum has taken on a life of its own, modifying human DNA in a way that even
its engineers cannot control--one that will alter the very fabric of humanity.
Wormhole Oct 28 2022 When the Rho Project's lead scientist, Dr. Donald Stephenson, is imprisoned for his crimes against humanity,
the world dares to think the threat posed by the Rho Project's alien technologies is finally over. The world is wrong. In Switzerland,
scientists working on the Large Hadron Collider have discovered a new threat, a scientific anomaly capable of destroying the earth -and only Rho Project technology can stop it. In exchange for a full pardon, Dr. Stephenson agrees to create a wormhole that will send
the anomaly into deep space. But his promise masks the alien agenda that brought the Rho Ship to earth. Now a trio of accidentally
altered humans must infiltrate Stephenson's wormhole project and stop it, no matter the cost. The final battle has begun -- and this is
one battle mankind cannot afford to lose.
Debt of Honor Jan 07 2021 From the ashes of one galactic war stirs an ever greater threat in an epic new Kat Falcone series from
bestselling author Christopher G. Nuttall. A year ago, the war against the Theocracy ended. But it didn't bring peace. Admiral Kat
Falcone was lucky--her side won the war. But without an external threat, Kat's homeworld government, the Commonwealth, begins to
burst. The galactic war may be over, but there is a civil war on the horizon. The king and parliament disagree over the
Commonwealth's future. The Commonwealth's first recession is plaguing corporations. Hundreds of thousands of people have lost
their jobs. And the colonies are demanding their share of power. The Commonwealth has become a ticking time bomb, just waiting to
explode. Meanwhile, the Theocracy is making one final, desperate bid for power. As the external threat looms and the internal threat
grows ever larger, Kat and William will need to join forces in order to save the Commonwealth. But it may already be too late.
Closer Home Nov 24 2019 When Lise Redding's estranged sister, country-pop star Callie Redfern, is killed during a publicity stunt,
the small-town music teacher is dragged from her quiet life into the spotlight. Lise hadn't spoken with Callie in ten years, ever since
Callie's betrayal split them apart, so she's shocked to discover that she's inherited her sister's massive estate. Not only that, but Lise is
now the guardian of her sixteen-year-old niece, Ariel, to whom she's practically a stranger. Overwhelmed by grief and her new
responsibilities, Lise thinks things couldn't get worse. But overnight she becomes the paparazzi's latest obsession. Suddenly she and
her longtime friend Dale are plastered over the front pages of the tabloids. Desperate to escape both the media and her memories, Lise
sets off with Ariel on a search for the girl's father. Yet instead of granting Lise a reprieve, the quest brings her face-to-face with longburied secrets. Only by learning to forgive will she be able to find her way back home.
The Conductors Oct 04 2020 A compelling debut by a new voice in fantasy fiction, The Conductors features the magic and mystery of
Jim Butcher's Dresden Files written with the sensibility and historical setting of Octavia Butler's Kindred Introducing Hetty Rhodes, a
magic-user and former conductor on the Underground Railroad who now solves crimes in post-Civil War Philadelphia. As a conductor
on the Underground Railroad, Hetty Rhodes helped usher dozens of people North with her wits and magic. Now that the Civil War is
over, Hetty and her husband Benjy have settled in Philadelphia, solving murders and mysteries that the white authorities won't touch.
When they find one of their friends slain in an alley, Hetty and Benjy bury the body and set off to find answers. But the secrets and
intricate lies of the elites of Black Philadelphia only serve to dredge up more questions. To solve this mystery, they will have to face
ugly truths all around them, including the ones about each other. In this vibrant and original novel, Nicole Glover joins a roster of
contemporary writers within fantasy, such as Victor LaValle and Zen Cho, who use speculative fiction to delve into important
historical and cultural threads.
The Second Ship Sep 27 2022 On the evening of July 3rd, 1947, two starships battled in the night sky over the American Southwest,
sending both ships crashing into the high desert. One of these ships was quickly discovered near Roswell, New Mexico, and spirited
away, its existence officially denied by the US Government. In August of 2006, three high school students accidentally discover
something which leaves them entangled in a dark web of international espionage and intrigue. Pursued by government agents and
mercenary killers, they stumble upon something far more terrifying. Now, their only hope of survival may lie within The Second Ship.
Confessions of a Cafeteria Catholic Dec 26 2019 The thoughts contained here have more to do with me and my own perspective of
life than the perspective of any one established religious institution, Catholic or otherwise. That is perhaps the goal of all men and
women who strive to find themselves and their God while facing the joys and challenges of life, trying to find the faith that keeps them
on the path of discovering who they are and what they believe. If we are true to our faith, whatever that faith is, the most important
thing is to listen to God, to His revealed message for us personally. God speaks to each of us personally, uniquely, speaking to our
own needs. These essays are intended to help open your mind to the possibility of asking questions, not about the veracity of the
revealed Word of the Scriptures, but about how we see our relationship with God and how we find our way home. I hope you will find
this a useful tool in your own attempt at finding your path.
Fractured State Feb 08 2021 2035. The United States is in ruin due to a drought. California is a state on the verge of secession.
Nathan Fisher is a man on the run with his family after an accidental witness to a clandestine military-style operation. Fisher and his
loved ones must somehow stay a step ahead of their relentless pursuers, navigating a ruined world in a desperate search for sanctuary.
Dead Level Apr 29 2020 In the early hours of Christmas Eve, the wife of parliamentary candidate Tom Perry is brutally murdered in
an apparent burglary gone wrong. With the by-election campaign about to start in earnest, and the festive season in full swing,
torrential rain brings with it flood warnings on the Somerset Levels. Suspended on full pay and transferred to the cold case unit,
Detective Inspector Nick Dixon is languishing on the sidelines as the investigation into Elizabeth Perry's murder unravels and the
floodwaters rise. Returning to duty, Dixon is convinced that the answer lies hidden in Tom Perry's political life, but why was Elizabeth
the target and not her husband? The more Dixon uncovers, the further he is from finding the truth.... Dead Level is the fifth novel in
Damien Boyd's addictive DI Nick Dixon Crime Series.
The Atlantis Plague Mar 29 2020 EXTINCTION BECKONS. A pandemic unlike any before it is sweeping the globe. Nearly a

billion people are already dead – and those the Plague doesn't kill, it transforms at the genetic level. As chaos engulfs the world, the
Immari emerge. A clandestine cabal that has spent millennia planning for this moment, the Immari want the Plague to run its course,
envisioning a world populated by genetically superior survivors – survivors they can control for their own purposes... With the fate of
the world hanging in the balance, geneticist Kate Warner searches for a cure to the Plague. Her journey takes her across the new
wastelands of Europe and northern Africa, but it's her research into the past that takes her where she never expected to go...
Prophecy's Daughter Dec 18 2021 The epic fantasy continues as Lorness Carol's burgeoning magical powers are the only hope in a
destined war between good and primordial evil... "The silent one in the west has awakened." A tantalizing message reignites Kragan's
centuries-old fury to find and exterminate the unwitting young adversary prophesied to destroy him. One step ahead of her pursuer,
Lorness Carol, a warlord's daughter and magic wielder, has led her people to a new stronghold in a verdant valley. Here, she's been
reunited with Blade, the assassin she has loved since childhood. But her spell book holds the secrets to powers she never imagined-powers that are not only expanding her abilities but challenging her sanity. As Carol grows more desperate to learn and control the
powers of enchantment she was born to wield, Kragan and his minions wage a war to destroy Carol's destiny before it's realized. But if
her people require the summoning of an ancient darkness to save them, then by all the gods, she will bring it.
"If Each Comes Halfway" May 11 2021 For twenty-five years, Kathryn S. March has collected the life stories of the women of a
Buddhist Tamang farming community in Nepal. In "If Each Comes Halfway", she shows the process by which she and Tamang
women reached across their cultural differences to find common ground. March allows the women's own words to paint a vivid
portrait of their highland home. Because Tamang women frequently told their stories by singing poetic songs in the middle of their
conversations with March, each book includes a CD of traditional songs not recorded elsewhere. Striking photographs of the Tamang
people accent the book's written accounts and the CD's musical examples. In conversation and song, the Tamang open their
sem—their "hearts-and-minds"—as they address a broad range of topics: life in extended households, women's property issues, wage
employment and out-migration, sexism, and troubled relations with other ethnic groups. Young women reflect on uncertainties.
Middle-aged women discuss obligations. Older women speak poignantly, and bluntly, about weariness and waiting to die. The goal of
March's approach to ethnography is to place Tamang women in control of how their stories are told and allow an unusually intimate
glimpse into their world.
Root Magic Jul 01 2020 “A poignant, necessary entry into the children’s literary canon, Root Magic brings to life the history and
culture of Gullah people while highlighting the timeless plight of Black Americans. Add in a fun, magical adventure and you get
everything I want in a book!”—Justina Ireland, New York Times bestselling author of Dread Nation Debut author Eden Royce arrives
with a wondrous story of love, bravery, friendship, and family, filled to the brim with magic great and small. It’s 1963, and things are
changing for Jezebel Turner. Her beloved grandmother has just passed away. The local police deputy won’t stop harassing her family.
With school integration arriving in South Carolina, Jez and her twin brother, Jay, are about to begin the school year with a bunch of
new kids. But the biggest change comes when Jez and Jay turn eleven— and their uncle, Doc, tells them he’s going to train them in
rootwork. Jez and Jay have always been fascinated by the African American folk magic that has been the legacy of their family for
generations—especially the curious potions and powders Doc and Gran would make for the people on their island. But Jez soon finds
out that her family’s true power goes far beyond small charms and elixirs…and not a moment too soon. Because when evil both
natural and supernatural comes to show itself in town, it’s going to take every bit of the magic she has inside her to see her through.
Walter Dean Myers Honor Award for Outstanding Children's Literature!
Once Dead Aug 26 2022 Jack Gregory, the CIA's top assassin, went rogue after a mission gone wrong. When a confrontation leaves
him bleeding out on death's doorstep, he is faced with an offer from a dark figure named Anchanchu. If Jack is willing to act as a
human host for Anchanchu, the entity will revive him and give him another shot at life. Jack takes the deal...but he must now face the
consequences of having the same dark creature in his head as some of history's greatest villains. Struggling with desires and memories
that are not his own, Jack is not the man he once was. One year later, he is known internationally as The Ripper, assassin for hire, and
is faced with having to wrest control of his dark compulsions while preventing a nuclear attack on the United States. From the
bestselling author of the Rho Agenda trilogy comes a globe-spanning thriller with a twist unlike anything you've ever seen....
Curse of the Chosen Jul 13 2021 The fight against primordial evil continues, and the stakes have never been higher... Kragan, wielder
of dark magic, has failed to vanquish the light in Lorness Carol Rafel, the woman prophesied to destroy him. Now Kragan has leveled
a new threat against her: an unholy order of foul priests enlisted to storm her stronghold and destroy her and her companions once and
for all. Lorness Carol is waiting. In the valley of Misty Hollow, she's finally conquered her fear of her magic. She has awakened a new
power within her: the ability to manipulate minds. But even Carol is unprepared for where this new battle will take her. For her
brother, Lord Alan, is unwittingly fulfilling a prophecy as well. As the Chosen of the Dread Lord, he is amassing an army of feared
soldiers--a battalion that could save the world, or pitch his sister's legacy into everlasting darkness.
Lines of Departure Sep 22 2019 Humanity is on the ropes, and after years of fighting a two-front war with losing odds, so is North
American Defense Corps officer Andrew Grayson. He dreams of dropping out of the service one day, alongside his pilot girlfriend, but
as warfare consumes entire planets and conditions on Earth deteriorate, he wonders if there will be anywhere left for them to go.
Brilliant River Jan 27 2020 A troubled and charismatic boy befriends a timid and mysterious older woman. In the course of their
unlikely friendship, he discovers hidden aspects of her as well as of himself. Brilliant River is a psychological story of friendship,
loneliness, obsession, loss, and self-discovery that examines the enigma of the human mind and of human relationships through the
interactions of its only two characters.
The Bone Triangle Apr 22 2022 Beyond the din and dancing lights of the Las Vegas strip, a young woman has mysteriously gone
missing. All the facts point to something sinister — even paranormal. Quentin Draith, supernatural crime investigator, is hired to
assist.However, the deeper Draith digs, the more otherworldly his assignment gets. Assassins, human and otherwise, put a target on
Draith's head and a ravenous alien beast starts rampaging through the city. The clues point Draith to Sin City's infamous “Bone
Triangle,” a neighborhood marked for its dark happenings and disappearances. And when Draith finds that the woman's disappearance
may be linked to an alien plot against the city, he goes all in to make a final high-stakes play to save the city he loves.Intriguing,
unexpected, and mesmerizing, The Bone Triangle is the second in bestselling author B. V. Larson's Unspeakable Things series.
The Atlantis World Mar 21 2022 70,000 years ago, the human race almost went extinct. We survived, but no one knows how. Now the

next stage of human evolution is beginning. Will we survive this time? Geneticist Kate Warner and counter-terrorism agent David
Vale have prevented a fierce plague from wiping out humanity - but the struggle to survive is far from over. The Atlantis World
stretches deep into space and time, harbouring an enemy greater than anyone had imagined. Now Kate and David must race through
galaxies, past space stations, and into the past of a mysterious culture whose secrets could save humanity in its darkest hour. This is
the blockbusting final instalment in the Origin Mysteries.
Duty and Desire Book Club Edition Nov 05 2020 To uphold family honor and tradition, Sheetal Prasad is forced to forsake the man
she loves and marry playboy millionaire Rakesh Dhanraj while the citizens of Raigun, India, watch in envy. On her wedding night,
however, Sheetal quickly learns that the stranger she married is as cold as the marble floors of the Dhanraj mansion. Forced to smile at
family members and cameras and pretend there's nothing wrong with her marriage, Sheetal begins to discover that the family she
married into harbors secrets, lies and deceptions powerful enough to tear apart her world. With no one to rely on and no escape,
Sheetal must ally with her husband in an attempt to protect her infant son from the tyranny of his family.sion.
Brilliance Sep 03 2020 Federal agent Nick Cooper draws on his supernatural ability to eliminate terrorists to hunt down a dangerous
man who committed a horrific massacre on Wall Street that left hundreds dead and injured.
The Atlantis Gene Jun 19 2019 THE BATTLE TO SAVE HUMANITY HAS BEGUN. Off the coast of Antarctica, a research vessel
discovers a mysterious structure buried deep within an iceberg. Entombed for thousands of years, it can't possibly be man-made. But a
secretive and ruthless cabal think they know what it is... and what it means. The Immari have spent millennia preparing for the return
of humanity's ancient enemy. Faced with an extinction-level threat, they believe mankind's only chance of survival will mean
sacrificing 99.9% of the planet's population. It's a price the Immari are prepared to pay. Geneticist Kate Warner and intelligence agent
David Vale may have a chance to avert the looming catastrophe, but only if they can decode the secrets of the Atlantis Gene and
unlock the truth about humanity's origins.
A Match Made in Heaven Aug 22 2019 Star-studded and beautifully written, this collection offers diverse stories about love and desire
by South Asian-heritage British Muslim women authors, including Ayisha Malik (Sofia Khan Is Not Obliged) and Shelina
Janmohamed (Love in a Headscarf). Although outsiders often expect Muslim women to be timid, conservative, or submissive, the
reality is different. While some of these authors express a quiet piety and explore poignant situations, others use black humor and
biting satire, or play with possibilities. Still others shade into the territory of a Muslim Fifty Shades of Grey, creating grey areas where
the mainstream media sees only black and white. If grooming-gang scandals grab headlines, characters are more scandalized by
suitors' sloppy personal grooming. Finding the right crimson lipstick for a date or the perfect power outfit for meeting a cheating exhusband are commoner preoccupations than the news. Stylish but far from shallow, the stories also reflect on migration, racism,
arranged marriage, gender differences, lesbian desire, bearding, and many other subjects.
Read This Book If You Don't Want a Story Dec 06 2020 Mr. Book With No Story wants his pages uncluttered by pictures and plot
lines, but images, questions, and ideas keep invading the unruly pages he is trying to police, ignoring his efforts to chase them away.
Mr. Book is determined to share nothing with readers, but his pages have other ideas. It turns out that Mr. Book’s big fear is having
nothing worthwhile to say, but in this fun, zany tribute to the creative process, he needn’t have worried. The bumbling blowhard of the
first page inspires empathy and affection by the time the last page chimes in. The messages are simple: Stories are fun, and all of us
can tell them.
Dead Wrong Jun 12 2021 An ex-CIA assassin travels to Bolivia in a race to rescue a popular shaman, hoping to reach him before Sun
Staff, the National Security Agency or neo-Nazis do. By the author of Once Dead. Original.
A Polaroid of Peggy Oct 24 2019 'Funny. Revealing. Wonderful.' Maureen Lipman
___________________________________________ Andrew Williams. Mavis and Syd's boy. Hasn't he done well? Blooming
business, lovely wife, beautiful kids, bloody great house. What more could he possible want? And then, an old photo turns up and
Andrew's whole world is turned upside down. A story of lost love and lost bearings, 'A Poloroid of Peggy' is 'Bonfire of the Vanities'
meets 'Love Story', with a dash of 'Mad Men' thrown in. Funny and poignant by turns, it asks the most fundamental of questions: what
really matters in life? And finds the answer is distinctly - muddled. ____________________________________________ 'Richard
Phillips is good on nostalgia, guilt, the emotional messes people make, and the play-acting involved in both the building up or
breaking down of a relationship, but the main strength of the book lies in the portrayal of the central character, a superficially shallow
man desperately trying to paper over the black holes appearing through the old wallpaper of his life. Cynic and romantic, confident
and adman, bag of nerves, he is believably ambiguous and skilfully realised, as is the slow build of his obsession with the eponymous
Peggy, whose twenty-year-old photo, randomly found in the pocket of an old jacket, triggers a crisis on levels both existential and
material.' Carol Birch, author of 'Jamrach's Menagerie', shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2012
Sanibel Flats Oct 16 2021 "Doc" Ford lives quietly as a marine biologist on Sanibel Island, having left a secret past behind, but an old
friend seeking help is murdered and Doc finds himself back in Central America searching for a kidnapped boy
Ocean of Storms Feb 20 2022 In the near future, political tensions between the United States and China are at an all-time high. Then
a catastrophic explosion on the moon cleaves a vast gash in the lunar surface, and the massive electromagnetic pulse it unleashes
obliterates Earth's electrical infrastructure. To plumb the depths of the newly created lunar fissure and excavate the source of the
power surge, the feuding nations are forced to cooperate on a high-risk mission to return mankind to the moon. Now, a diverse, highly
skilled ensemble of astronauts--and a pair of maverick archaeologists plucked from the Peruvian jungle--will brave conspiracy on
Earth and disaster in space to make a shocking discovery. Ocean of Storms is an epic adventure that spans space and time as its heroes
race to fulfill an ancient mission that may change the course of humanity's future.
Citizenship Rights and Social Movements Apr 10 2021 Collective action in modern history has come to be defined by people fighting
for their rights. This study identifies the main connections made between collective action and individual rights, in theory and history,
and sets out to test them in the comparative context of modernizingauthoritarian regimes in Brazil, Chile, Mexico and Spain. The
study employs new evidence and innovative methods to illuminate the political relationship between social mobilization and the
language of rights, and shows that the fight for rights is fundamental to the achievement of democracy. Inlarge measure it is this fight
that will continue to decide the chances of democratic advance in the new millennium. This affirmation offers a direct challenge to the
claims of Robert Putnam in Making Democracy Work, where democracy is seen to be the result of good behaviour in the form of the

civic community. To the dismay of those peoples still aspiring to make democracy, Putnams civicness may take centuries
toaccumulate. Foweraker and Landman, in contrast, defend the political potency of the promise of rights, and argue that the bad
behaviour of the fight for rights may achieve democracy in the space of one or two generations. The study demonstrates strong
grounds for optimism, and constitutes a robust defence of democracy as the result of the collective struggle for individual rights. But
the fight for rights is always conflictual and often dangerous, and the outcome is never certain. Successes are partial andreversible, and
democratic advance tends to occur piecemeal, and against the odds. Oxford Studies in Democratization is a series for scholars and
students of comparative politics and related disciplines. Volumes will concentrate on the comparative study of the democratization
process that accompanied the decline and termination of the cold war. The geographical focus of the serieswill primarily be Latin
America, the Caribbean, Southern and Eastern Europe, and relevant experiences in Africa and Asia. The series Editor is Laurence
Whitehead.
The Quarter Storm May 23 2022 A practitioner of Vodou must test the boundaries of her powers to solve a ritual murder in New
Orleans and protect everything she holds sacred. Haitian-American Vodou priestess Mambo Reina Dumond runs a healing practice
from her New Orleans home. Gifted with water magic since she was a child, Reina is devoted to the benevolent traditions of her
ancestors. After a ritual slaying in the French Quarter, police arrest a fellow vodouisant. Detective Roman Frost, Reina's exboyfriend--a fierce nonbeliever--is eager to tie the crime, and half a dozen others, to the Vodou practitioners of New Orleans. Reina
resolves to find the real killer and defend the Vodou practice and customs, but the motives behind the murder are deeper and darker
than she imagines. As Reina delves into the city's shadows, she untangles more than just the truth behind a devious crime. It's a
conspiracy. As a killer wields dangerous magic to thwart Reina's investigation, she must tap into the strength of her own power and
faith to solve a mystery that threatens to destroy her entire way of life.
Population 10 Billion Aug 02 2020 Before May 2011 the top demographics experts of the United Nations had suggested that world
population would peak at 9.1 billion in 2100, and then fall to 8.5 billion people by 2150. In contrast, the 2011 revision suggested that
9.1 billion would be achieved much earlier, maybe by 2050 or before, and by 2100 there would be 10.1 billion of us. What's more,
they implied that global human population might still be slightly rising in our total numbers a century from now. So what shall we do?
Are there too many people on the planet? Is this the end of life as we know it? Distinguished geographer Professor Danny Dorling
thinks we should not worry so much and that, whatever impending doom may be around the corner, we will deal with it when it
comes. In a series of fascinating chapters he charts the rise of the human race from its origins to its end-point of population 10 billion.
Thus he shows that while it took until about 1988 to reach 5 billion we reached 6 billion by 2000, 7 billion eleven years later and will
reach 8 billion by 2025. By recording how we got here, Dorling is able to show us the key issues that we face in the coming decades:
how we will deal with scarcity of resources; how our cities will grow and become more female; why the change that we should really
prepare for is the population decline that will occur after 10 billion. Population 10 Billion is a major work by one of the world's
leading geographers and will change the way you think about the future. Packed full of counter-intuitive ideas and observations, this
book is a tool kit to prepare for the future and to help us ask the right questions
Archangel One May 31 2020 An elite squadron must go undercover behind enemy lines in this thrilling new space adventure from the
author of the Odyssey One series. Humanity has reached an uneasy truce with the Empire--but unless the allies bring the fight to the
enemy, extinction is all but assured. In preparation for the inevitable next war, Commander Stephen Michaels is at the helm of the
Archangel Squadron, and his orders are simple: go rogue. Disguised as mercenaries, Commander Michaels and the Archangels seek
valuable intelligence on their imposing foe. Their mission takes them deep into uncharted territory, where they make inroads with the
Empire, fiercely guarding their true identities and purpose. Fighting for the enemy goes against everything they stand for, but these are
desperate times. As their deception increases, so does the risk. With the Empire's deadliest secrets within reach, Commander Michaels
and the Archangels accept a mission that will take them even deeper into the Imperial fold. They know all too well that one wrong step
won't just end their lives--it could end their entire civilization.
Parkinson's Disease Feb 26 2020 An authoritative collection of recent breakthroughs in Parkinson's Disease (PD) research,
Parkinson's Disease: Genetics and Pathogenesis spans key findings on the mechanisms of neurodegeneration and the role of specific
genes that may lead to improved therapies for PD. The book reviews the major aspects of the disease including motoric and pathologic
features, autonomic dysfunction, sleep disorders, and neuropsychiatric manifestations. It also provides an in-depth review of genetic
considerations. With contributions by recognized experts on the topic, emphasis is placed on pathogenesis, experimental models,
future therapeutic opportunities, and research trends affecting the field.
Terms of Enlistment Jul 21 2019 The year is 2108, and the North American Commonwealth is bursting at the seams. For welfare rats
like Andrew Grayson, there are only two ways out of the crime-ridden and filthy welfare tenements: You can hope to win the lottery
and draw a ticket on a colony ship settling off-world, or you can join the service. Andrew chooses to enlist in the armed forces. But as
he starts a career of supposed privilege, he soon learns that good food and decent health care come at a steep price.
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